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Defender 2 arcade game

Apple Arcade is finally here, delivering a huge buffet of great games that you can play on iPhones, iPads, Macs and Apple TVs for as little as $5 per month. However, with more than 64 games already available on the service on launch day and many more - Apple promises more than 100 games this fall - figuring out what to play first can be overwhelming. That's why we've chosen
our favorites so far to let you know which titles to jump into. Whether you're in the mood for fast-paced arcade action, twisty brain puzzles or surreal indie adventures, here are the best Apple Arcade games to date. Hot Lava (Image Credit: Klei Entertainment)Remember playing the floor is lava as a child? Hot Lava is that, but revived as an addictive first-person platformer in which
the floor is literally lava. You need to master running, jumping, rocking, bouncing on trampolines and wall climbing to avoid hitting the ground, and all this feels great. With real-time rankings and multiplayer, Hot Lava is the perfect game to make friends – or race to beat their best scores. Spidersaurs (Image Credit: WayForward)Spidersaurs is a contra-like 2D shooter where you
fight spiders that are also dinosaurs. Haven't sold yet? This liquid sidescroller offers a gorgeous art style that channels classic cartoons, plenty of weapons to unlock, and no shortage of intense Spidersaur bosses that would be scary if they weren't so damn cool-looking. Gather with care (Image Credit: Game Life)Created by the team behind Monument Valley, Assemble with Care
is a soothing narrative puzzle game that casts you as Maria, the woman who fixes things for life. As you adventure through the city of Bellaria and fix cassette recorders, cameras and all kinds of other gadgets by solving 3D puzzles, you'll unravel a story that reveals the city's residents themselves are the ones that need fixing. With a quiet soundtrack inspired by the 1980s and a
unique approach to storytelling, Assemble with Care proves that even puzzle games can be on the move. (image credit: Devolver Digital) Are you aiming for a challenge? The grim sword condenses dark souls-style combat into a mobile bite-sized experience as you slash, steam and rotate around enemies in 9 chapters of action. The game combines minimalist and modern art
styles with striking effect, with pixel characters that fight in gloomy 3D dioramas. Sayonara Wild Hearts (Credit Image: Apple)Sayonara Wild Hearts is a game that must be seen and heard just as you need to play. Dubbed the pop video game album, Wild Hearts combines Temple Run-style runs with basic rhythmic challenges, all set to an irresistible electronic soundtrack and
wrapped in captivating neon fantasy visuals. This is not the hardest game Arcade, but it's a great way to escape to some great sights and sounds for a few minutes – or hours. Punch Planet (Image Credit: Sector-K Games)Most iOS fighting games are simple but Punch Planet is the real deal. This futuristic adventurer features a deep combat system that combines Street Fighter-
style controls with unique mechanics to combat and mix your opponent. Come for a cool sci-fi-noir art style, stop at competitive depth and play with the controller if you can. Agent Intercept (Image Credit: PikPok Games)If you're looking for pure, arcade-style adrenaline, Agent Intercept will scratch that itch. Cast as a super spy, you'll drive along highways in a souped-up car that
can knock enemies off the road, shoot projectiles and even turn into a boat. With rich, sun-drenched graphics and no shortage of challenges to solve, Agent Intercept is one of the best pick-up-and-play experiences on Arcade to date. What golf? (image credit: Triband) Every Golf starts out like any other iOS golf game, like whacking a ball into a hole. Soon after, you throw a golfer
around the golf course, and soon after, you carefully move the golf club itself from one end of the course from the rubble to the other. It's the weirdest golf game I've ever played, and it's amazing. What golf? It is more of a physics-based puzzler than it is a sports title, and one of arcade's standout launch games. Card of Darkness (Image credit: Tom's Guide)Created by renowned
independent developer Zach Gage, Card of Darkness is a challenging dungeon robot hidden inside an accessible card game. You will pick up cards that allow you to use weapons, earn money, recover health and destroy obstacles. In the wrong order, this will quickly lead to death. It's as hard as it is endlessly addictive, and is all the more irresistible by its gorgeous hand-drawn art
style. Neo Cab (Image credit: Chance Agency)Neo Cab is a narrative adventure game where you play as one of the last remaining rideshare drivers in a world overrun by automation. Every ride you take turns into an interactive conversation that challenges your customers to be happy and maintain their star rating while dealing with their own emotions as Lina's story continues to
unravel. With its unique premise, branching narratives and striking neon-soaked visual style, Neo Cab is one of the coolest independent games available on any platform today. Weight: Among Shadows (Credit Image: Sunnyside Games)Another great pick for people in need of a quick solution to the action, Towaga: Among Shadows is a satisfying 2D shoot-em-up that aims to
defend against waves of enemies using bursts of light and various powerful spells. The game's 70-plus levels and various modes will test twitch reflexes for a long time, and its beautiful animation looks as if it has been plucked from your favorite Toonami cartoons. Spek (Image Credit: Apple)Spek is a minimalist, M.C. Escher-eqsue puzzle game that is supposed to guide you
destination, finding the right perspective on a range of objects. As you progress through the game, a relaxing, addictive soundtrack develops, and become more advanced and colorful. If you want a good puzzle to relax on the couch with, Spek is one of the best on arcade so far. Skate City (Image credit: Apple)There are not enough great skateboarding games, but Skate City is
definitely one of them. This chill skateboarding simulator lets you take off tricks with simple touch and gamepad control, though there's plenty of room for advanced players to combine neat combinations. With a laid-back lo-fi soundtrack, lots of challenges to solve and a relaxed endless skate mode, Skate City will satisfy all players who want to get a kickflip. Shinsekai: Into the
Depths One of arcade's meaty console games, Capcom's Shinsekai: Into the Depths is a rich 2D adventure where you'll explore a mysterious underwater world full of secrets to discover and bosses to conquer. Detailed, clear graphics and shinsekai's stunning sound design - which includes sound effects that have been recorded underwater - make it one of the most unique AAA-
style games in arcade to date. Dear Reader (Image Credit: YouTube/Phoenix King Gaming) Mobile word puzzle games are a dime a dozen, but Dear Reader finds himself stand out from the pack. This literary puzzle will use you to decipher phrases from famous books including Pride &amp; Prejudice and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow. Bookworms especially love this one, though
anyone who likes a good word puzzle should have a blast, too. For the first time in years, I'm really excited to play games on my phone when I jump on the train every morning. That's thanks to Apple Arcade, Apple's new $5-a-month subscription service that offers 70-plus games you can play on your iPhone (and soon on your iPad, Mac and Apple TV). From stylish indie
adventures like Neo Cab to immersive quick-fix titles like Bleak Sword, the Arcade library bursts with great games in all genres. While its subscription structure may not be for everyone, Apple's gaming service is a huge value and a refreshing antidote to the endless plethora of gruelling free-to-play games on the App Store. Discovering Arcade (Image Credit: Tom's Guide)Apple
Arcade has its own dedicated card in the App Store, along with splashy graphics and videos, as well as curated sections to get to new games quickly. Here you'll find areas for new features, exclusive Apple Arcade products, and useful tips for some of the best games on the site. You can also sort by several genres and categories, including family, multiplayer, action, beginner,
puzzle, adventure, role-playing and platformer. I'm interested to see how the interface evolves as you add more games, but overall the Arcade card does a decent job helping you sort out your huge Apple Arcade's star game library now features over 70 games, and almost every game I've played is fantastic. The sheer quality and variety at the exhibition here is astounding.
Astounding. The hypnotic rhythm of Sayonara Wild Hearts' action, to the brutal Dark Souls-esque Bleak Sword fight, to the tricky Card of Darkness strategy, there are already over a dozen games I'm returning to on my daily commute. Card of Darkness (Image Credit: Tom's Guide) I'd also like to highlight some of the best Apple Arcade games I've played so far: What golf? there is
a ridiculous physics based golf game in which everything from office chairs to golfers get the ball (it's so absurd that I caught laughing out loud at it on the subway). Get Away with Care is a poignant, calm puzzler with Monument Valley people, and Hot Lava is a thrilling first-person platformer that turns your childhood floor game into lava in an addictive series of obstacle tracks. Try
Apple Arcade for freeOne of my favorite things about Apple Arcade is that it picks up smaller games and studios that normally can't find an audience in the App Store. Games like 2D shoot-em-up Spidersaurs, chill skateboard sim Skate City and colorful platformer Dodo Peak can go unnoticed under plenty of free-to-play games. But as an Arcade subscriber, I find myself trying (and
loving) almost all of them. Shinsekai: Into the Depths (Image Credit: Apple) That doesn't mean there are no standouts from larger studios. Capcom's Shinsekai: Into the Depth is a full-quality AAA experience, a wonderful 2D water world to explore, deeply craft and improve mechanics, and stunning sound effects that have really been recorded underwater. Sonic Racing is a fun,
satisfying karting racer (with a frustrating online requirement; rare in Arcade games), while Lego Brawls is a decent multiplayer brawler with customizable Lego characters. (image credit: Klei Entertainment) Not every Arcade game clicked with me, though. Titles like Square Enix RPG Various Daylife and strategy game Red Reign are just not my jam. Then again, not all of them
have to be. Everyone will find something for themselves in the huge composition of Arcade games, and I still can not get over the number of high-quality games that you get for only $ 5 per month (especially when there is even more to acquire). With iOS 13, which allows you to use PS4 and Xbox One controllers on your iPhone and iPad (other Bluetooth controllers compatible
with iPhone will also work). Killing hybrid creatures in Spidersaurs, knocking enemy cars off the road in Agent Intercept and platforming in Shantae and Seven Sirens all felt great on my Xbox One controller, especially on the big iPad Pro with iPadOS beta. (Arcade will not officially appear on iPad until the official launch of iPadOS on September 30.) (image credit: Tom's Guide)
Most Arcade games feel optimized for touch (and in many cases one-handed games), though there are some gameplay mechanics such as technical combat with Punch Planet and the precision platformer Hot Lava that don't feel right without a controller. This brings me to the last two pieces of the puzzle that I'm still testing: Apple TV and Mac. Apple Arcade will officially be
released on Apple TV on September 30th, allowing you to enjoy a huge library of big-screen games while sitting on the couch with your controller. You'll also be able to play Arcade games on your Mac when catalina macOS drops in October, which should give your mac a relatively palle library of games on Your Mac and a nice boost (if you like smaller indie games, to say the
least). Neo Cab (Image credit: Chance Agency) If the implementation of Arcade's Apple TV and Mac works well, along with seamless cross-enrollment between devices, Apple's gaming subscription can go from solid mobile value to an even better suite of games that you can enjoy throughout your home. We'll certainly update this review once we've made some time with Arcade
on Apple TV and Mac laptops and desktops. If you look at any of the best game charts in the App Store, almost all of them consist of free-to-play games with in-app purchases. These games require either a lot of money or a lot of patience to get the most out of them. Apple Arcade feels like an antidote to it. For an incredibly cheap $5 per month (with a free trial available), Arcade
gives you access to a huge library of complete, high-quality games without timers or paid extras to keep you entertained. The library's 70-plus service offers a variety of great experiences, from surreal indie adventures and challenging puzzlers to console-style platformers and quick fixes to racing titles. And there's more. (image credit: Tom's Guide) We have yet to assess how
arcade will last on Apple TV and Mac, and I wonder how many people addicted to Clash of Clans and Fortnite would be willing to pay a fee to get a meaty game. It is also worth mentioning that there is no option to buy any game in Arcade a-la-carte, so even if you are interested in only one or two games, you will have to sign up. And while Apple promises a library of more than 100
games in the fall, it's unclear if and when games will be removed from the service, just as movies and shows are regularly ripped from Netflix.But if you're okay with your subscription life, apple arcade's huge game list feels like an absolute steal for a few bucks a month. Just as Xbox Game Pass has shaken up the status quo on Xbox and PC, Apple Arcade can have a big impact on
the way we like mobile games. Games.
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